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About Avril Avril Webb has been a dowser and geomancer for over 25 years and has trained extensively both here and
overseas with teachers such as Carl Jensen, Albino Gola, Richard Creightmore and Eric Dowsett. Avril is also a Reiki
Master and complementary health practitioner using Reiki, massage, meditation and visualisation, Bach Flower
Remedies, Gem Essences and colour healing. Her passion for the last few years has been the complex interaction
between people and the environment and how this impacts on health and wellbeing. She consequently went on to study
Building Biology, Electrobiology, Permaculture and the Cetic, Native American, Shamanic and Chinese (Feng Shui)
relationships to the environment. Early in 1999 Avril founded the Bio-Harmonic Energy Institute of Australia and teaches
seminars and workshops in all aspects of personal Environmental Awareness with the belief that if one's environment is
nurturing and supportive then the positive benefits flow on to all other relationships - another example of think globally,
act locally.
Geopathic StressNigel Pennick in 'The Ancient Science of Geomancy' (1979 Thames & Hudson) defines Geomancy as
the science of putting human habitats and activities into harmony with the visible and invisible world around us. This
knowledge was once universal as can be seen by the vestiges that remain in the landscape - standing stones, labyrinths,
stone circles, isolated trees on the horizon, stone cairns, traditions such as 'beating the bounds', bonfires on certain
nights of the year and many others. This knowledge has been largely lost in so-called civilised societies as dominating or
overcoming nature was seen as the process of civilisation.
Because of this dominant view we have become more and more separated from nature and the natural world, but things
are beginning to change now as more and more people are realising that their lives are no longer satisfying at a spiritual
level and they are once again searching for that harmony that can only come with a true connection with the source of
life itself - the earth, Gaia, Mother Earth. Just as in the human body, there are natural energies that flow through the
earth in the form of energy meridians or dragon lines that can become stagnant, polluted and distorted over time, through
natural earth changes such as earthquakes or movement of the tectonic plates, or man-made changes such as
excavations, roads, railways, tunnels, quarries - anywhere the natural lay of the land has been severely disturbed there is
likely to be disturbances and where there are disturbances anyone who spends time sleeping, sitting or working over
these areas are being subjected to distorted energies which interfere with the natural functioning of the body/mind. The
earth also has it's own electromagnetic frequency or pulse that supports and sustains life, however the introduction of
artificially created electricity with it's subsequent powerstations, grid, substations, transformers and power in every home
or building has introduced an unnatural frequency of 50-60Mhz as well as high frequency microwave communications
onto the planet. Many researchers have pointed out that it seems that only since this frequency was introduced that
certain diseases such as cancer, AIDS, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and others (see below) which manifest from a
breakdown in the function of the immune system have become more prevalent. This is not to say that these diseases
are caused by geopathic/electropathic stress but that these stressors play a significant role as one of many stressors
found in our environment today.
Health and Other Effects of Geopathic Stress
- Arthritis,
- Rheumatism,
- Headaches,
- Degenerative Diseases,
- MS,
- Motor Neurone Disease,
- Other Wasting and
Paralysing Diseases,
- Cancer,
- Parkinson's Disease,
- Alzheimers,
- Cancers,
- Endocrine Disorders,
- Crohn's Disease,
- Candidiasis,
- Down's Syndrome and Other
Congenital Genetic Disorders,
- Schizophrenia,
- Other Mental Disorders
Such as Obsession, Addictions, Psycho-Sexual Disorders, Suicides and Location
Specific Depression and Anxieties.
- Insomnia and Nightmares,
- SIDS,
- Infertility,
- ME ( Chronic Fatigue ),
- Migraine,
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- Asthma,
- Eczema,
- Depleted Immune System Conditions,
- General Malaise,
- Slow Deterioration in Health,
- Disturbed Sleep Patterns,
- Tiredness and
Irritability That Can Lead to Family Breakdown and Divorce,
- Behaviour Problems,
- Birth Defects, Miscarriages.
There is a reflexology testing point on the back of the hand, just distil to the fourth and
fifth metacarpal junction (triple heater 31/3) for diagnosis of present or past geopathic stress and the need for treatment.
G&ES (Geopathic & Electropathic Stress) can affect houses for sale in that prospective buyers don't feel comfortable in
them. Shops and businesses do not prosper - customers do not want to stay on the premises. Often they change hands
continuously. There can be high levels of staff sickness, high staff turnover, poor staff relations. In hospitals, patients
with beds over geopathic stress take longer to get well and are more likely to suffer complications. ES can also lengthen
recovery times. In schools children who sit at desks over GS or who are sensitive to ES or exposed to high levels of ES
will find it difficult to concentrate, are likely to become distracted, may be over active or lethargic, they can disrupt whole
class, and the teacher may find discipline a problem. Accident black spots on roads may also be due to geopathic
stress that can interfere with drivers concentration or vision with horrific consequences. Disturbed energy (Sha chi) from
whatever cause also acts as portal to other dimensions allowing access to low elementals and other troublesome spirits
(entities).
Positive Earth EnergiesThe Hartmann Grid is a grid of standing wave energy covering the earth. A healthy grid is 2m N/S
axis and 2.5m E/W axis (denotes health of area). Some parts of the grid may become compressed due to stress. The
crossing points of the grid are particularly powerful and are linked to all other crossing points. These grid crossings may
be used as distribution points for energy work i.e. tower of power, crystals, potentised substances. All clearing work can
be checked by changes in grid measurements. Healthy free flowing earth meridians - in early Europe churches were built
on these lines according to the principles of sacred geometry which harmonised them with the earth and created truly
sacred places which radiated into the surrounding countryside. Aboriginal sacred sites are also situated on these lines
with the same effect. These areas are too powerful to build residences on and would have similar effects to GS. Positive
energy also emanates from a shrine, labyrinth, a dedicated area, a tower of power or other structure designed to collect
and distribute earth energies. Sites can also be given power by use, dedication, ritual etc.
Negative Earth Energies - sha chi - Geopathic StressMay be caused by underground water (though not all underground
streams are antagonistic it depends on the quality of the water, and/or the energy it has picked up en route through the
earth). The earth's natural magnetic fields can be distorted by fault lines, pressure ridges, mineral deposits, radon gas,
major earth works etc.. Ley lines (different people have different definitions of LL, here they are energy transfer
systems carrying information across the planet, can be naturally occurring or created through patterns of use) Ley lines
are metaphysical energy can be divided into broad areas of:- Negative Thought
- Disturbed Emotional
Energy - Anger, Fear, Jealousy, Hatred, Pain
- Astral Disturbances i.e.
Ghosts or Entities ( Often at Accident Sites )
- Aboriginal Dreamtime
Energy, Grave Sites or Massacre Sites
- Suicide Energy
- Disturbed Nature Spirits
or The Consciousness of The Land Due to Earth Works, Tunnels, Quarries
Railways,
Trams, Buildings, Powerlines, Factories, Mines, Dumps etc.
- Other Dimensional Beings These all need to be healed or cleared. Some may return so check regularly. Entities are
particularly pernicious they attach themselves to people whose energy is low or who match their energy patterns. People
not in full charge of their consciousness and who are not protected are most at risk - drug (legal, prescribed and illegal)
and alcohol users, operation anaesthetics, shock, emotional trauma, depression and other mental illnesses, epilepsy.
Physical indications of GS - cats (sleeping place) owls snakes, high infestations of slugs and snails, insects, parasites,
bacteria, viruses, ant (inc termite) nests, wasp nests and bees all like sha chi lines. Most mammals avoid sha chi.
Horses, cows etc stabled over sha chi may become sick or injury prone. Lightning struck trees, dead or stunted gaps in
hedges and avenues of trees, non productive fruit trees, tree cankers and twisted growth. Fruit trees are the most
sensitive, oaks (like to grow near underground water hence their attractiveness to lightning strike), redwoods and ash are
most resilient, elders are attracted to sha chi. Bare patches in lawns, moss and fungi, stunted or mutated growth in
veggie gardens particularly on edge lines of sha chi. Ivy, bindweed, nettles, dock thistles, foxgloves, ferns and
nightshades are attracted and thrive in sha chi. It is said the appropriate herbs for a sick person are found in the garden
along the sha chi line running through their bed. Sha chi lines can often be traced by following piles of chronic clutter
across a house, piles of rubbish, cracked glass, brick and plasterwork, recurring mechanical and electrical breakdowns,
derelict areas, and accident blackspots both within and outside the home. Food etc spoils quickly when stored in
affected areas. Sha chi can be spread through a house, barn or shed by steel frames, water pipes or wiring loom. Bad
neighbour syndrome can often be traced to sha chi flowing from aggressor to victim. Electropathological energy created
by modern technology can also contribute to sha chi in the form of high and low frequency energy from
telecommunication towers, electricity pylons, transformers, radar and radio towers etc. etc.
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Tracing Sha Chi In the landscape look for clues as above, soft undulating unmarked landscape lends itself to positive
harmonious energy but flat featureless landscape signifies stagnant/toxic chi. For small areas pendulums and rods can
be used directly. For larger areas or remote viewing use Map Dowsing to map all sha chi lines. Ask first how many lines
to make sure they are all covered (it may be a lot!!). Differentiate between water (not straight) and straight lines. Note all
lines and direction of flow. Only work on your own property or where you have permission. Try to tune in to the
consciousness of land itself (spirit of place, Landscape Deva, angel of place, nature spirits etc) in order to understand
what has happened there, why the energy is unbalanced, are there any spirits or entities that need to be released (sent
to the light), what do they want? Often there are memories of what was once there i.e. a billabong, stream, tree or
something that happened there, accident, rape or murder, unhappiness grief etc. We need to apologise for the past lack
of understanding and ask what we can do to make amends - then do it.
by Avril Webb
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